Picture Books (JP)

 JP CRO Bloom
 JP GRA Jethro Byrd, Fairy Child
 JP GRA April and Esme, Tooth Fairies
 JP HOL Twinkle
 JP HOL Twinkle’s Fairy Pet Day
 JP HOL Twinkle Thinks Pink!
 JP KAN Fairy Houses
 JP MUR Unicorn Day
 JP SMI Margaret’s Unicorn
 JP SHA Alice the Fairy
 JP WEL Fritz and the Mess Fairy

 Easy Readers (JE)

 JE BUR A Good Team (Unicorn and Yeti)
 JE BUR Friends Rock! (Unicorn and Yeti)
 JE DIS The Great Fairy Race
 JE DIS A Dozen Fairy Dresses

 JE HOL Twinkle, Twinkle, Sparkly Star
 JE HOL Twinkle and the Fairy Cake Mess
 JE MEI Ruby and the Magic Garden (Fairy Hill)

 Young Readers (J FIC YR)

 J FIC DIS (YR) Vidia and the Fairy Crown (Disney Fairies #2)
 J FIC DIS (YR) In a Blink (The Never Girls #1)
 J FIC ELL (YR) Unicorn Series (Bo and the Dragon Pup, etc.)
 J FIC GRE (YR) The Missing Tooth Fairy (Sophie Mouse #15)
 J FIC MEA (YR) Rainbow Fairies Series
 J FIC QUI (YR) The False Fairy (Kingdom of Wrenly #11)
 J FIC WOO (YR) Jasmine’s Starry Night
Graphic Novels
J GRAPHIC SIM #10  Phoebe and her Unicorn: The Unicorn Whisperer
J GRAPHIC SIM #11  Phoebe and her Unicorn: Camping With Unicorns

Juvenile Fiction
J FIC DEL  The Thirteenth Fairy
J FIC LEV #1  Fairy Dust and the Quest for the Egg
J FIC ROD  The Flower Fairies
J FIC SCH  The Night Fairy
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